House Plan to Receive No Extra Consideration at SU

By PAUL WEISSLER

President Gallagher asserted that a student is not worthy of an academic scholarship if they cannot do the impossible. The only safeguard inducements, should do away with hypocrisy and call them for the sake of personal integrity. Adding that athletes are engaging in professionalism. Dr. Gallagher asserted, "they should all throw away their amateur standing.

The President said that apparently Mr. Daley had access to some of the meetings and information. However, Dr. Gallagher continued, "they should reject the idea of being amateurish. Mr. Daley has been given an award for being the 'Brightest Star of the Year' from the Class of '56, according to Dave Pfeiffer, Junior Class President. Also appearing at the dance will be director of the Armor Theatre, and the eight-piece orchestra of Les Block. Further entertainment will be provided by members of the Class of '56 and by the selection of the 'Queen of the Prom.' Entries will be accepted in Room 20 Main until April 25 at 12 noon. Each contestant must purchase a ticket, and tickets are on sale in Room 20 Main at $1.45 per couple. Tables and seats will be reserved when purchasing tickets, and none will be sold at the door. President and Mrs. Buell G. Gallagher will attend the affair.

The contest closes Monday, April 12 at 12 noon. Each contestant must purchase a ticket. The committee onafd the contest will award the $100 prize. The committee consists of five judges, who will evaluate the contestants based on their appearance and ability to attract the audience. The awards will be given out on April 25, at 12 noon. Each contestant must purchase a ticket. Tickets are on sale in Room 20 Main at $1.45 per couple. Tables and seats will be reserved when purchasing tickets, and none will be sold at the door. President and Mrs. Buell G. Gallagher will attend the affair.

The committee that judged the contestants included the following judges: Dr. Wilson, a Professor of English; Mr. Singer, an Assistant Professor of History; Dr. Allen, an Associate Professor of Psychology; and Dr. Pfeiffer, the Director of the Armor Theatre. The judges were selected based on their expertise in evaluating the contestants' performance.

Bob Mayo No Special Staff

Thus far, the Budget Committee has approved a total of $34,000. An administrative assistant has been headed by Dean Alton Lewis (Student Life), who will become SU Director, has been designated as $11,492 appropriation. A post of Director of Student Life has been abolished by the Board of Directors. Because some Student Life personnel will work almost exclusively in the Student Union, it has been decided to cut back on the budget. Instead, it has been decided to cut back on the budget. It has been decided to cut back on the budget. It has been decided to cut back on the budget. It has been decided to cut back on the budget. It has been decided to cut back on the budget. It has been decided to cut back on the budget. It has been decided to cut back on the budget. It has been decided to cut back on the budget.
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Just the Facts

A newspaper's main function is to present all the facts to its readers all the time. Therefore, we feel, the students should receive all the information concerning how their $1.00 fee for Tech News is spent, without which...

We will lose nothing if the cuts in our appropriations are not resinded and we cannot continue our semi-weekly publication schedule. For us it will mean fewer issues to put out and less paid subscribers. But it will mean less publicity for your plays, your dances, your boat rides, your fund raising drives, the blood drive, and your magazines. Of course, you are your publications' repre...
Letters...

Dramosc Actors Swashbuckle In Newest Play, "Montserrat"

By MIKE SPIELMAN

"This is the most violent black and blue play I've ever been in," said Sara Anelian, as she rubbed her side. On the stage, amidst piles of draperies and settings, several Dramsoc actors were going through their paces.

Two of them thrust arms under those of a third unfortunate and jerked him across stage and up some stairs in a bit of dramatic action. "Montserrat!" to be given this weekend, was being whipped into final shape.

At the Pauline Edwards Theater, the house lights were out and only one bare thousand watt bulb glared in the darkness. Actors began to arrive and silently went to work fixing the set, or learning their lines. Soon the director, Ivan Lyons Pleaskow, arrived and the formal rehearsal got under way. Dave Margulies, who plays the title role, rushed in breathlessly and began putting on his work clothes. As he changed, bright red, white and blue shorts shone patriotically under the glare of the bulb, but no one took notice.

Backstage, near a broken-down pinball machine, joke box, and mattress (all of which served no apparent purpose), several Dramsoc members were busy putting the finishing touches on the set. The entire play takes place in the anti-establishment culture and the set (designed by Esther Small) went up in record time.

Occasionally outsiders will wander into PIT while rehearsal is in progress. Students of the Evening Session sometimes seek refuge there, either to nod off to sleep. At times, ill-clad gentlemen will come in off the street to warm up and to catch a few winks. Consequently, the action in PIT is not always confined to the stage.

But despite obstacles, Dramsoc is confident of putting on "a really good show." They have been rehearsing for six weeks, sometimes for eight hours a night.

The audience is, however, cautioned against over-enthusiasm. The Pauline Edwards Theater

Space Travel Secrecy Gov't Planned: Prof.

There's a "veil of secrecy" surrounding the data concerning interplanetary space travel, said Professor Robert J. Wolff (Physics), because of the Government's "desire to conceal from outsiders" the work being done by American scientists. Prof. Wolff spoke before the American Institute of Chemical Engineers on The Problems of Interplanetary Navigation on Thursday.

As an illustration of the secrecy, the Professor noted that scientists doing research in the field order from libraries several books on varied topics, in addition to the books they want. This is done to keep work in space travel confidential. Similar procedures are followed, Prof. Wolff said, in secret defense research. Until the United States is able to make a major effort, Prof. Wolff added, the problem of interplanetary space travel should be avoided. He saw a concentrated effort as the only plan likely to succeed.

Professor Robert Jahrling (Education), head of the Student Teacher Placement Service, will speak on "the Methods Interview" tomorrow at 12:30 p.m. No knowledge of the previous warning. Hilled, SPA, Caduceus, as I, claimed ignorance of the rule they were charged with violating. In their cases the court felt that a warning was sufficient. Why was I ignored as an "exempt" case?

Eric Brown, USC 1

SmoKc! CAMELS! No other cigarette is so rich-tasting, yet so mild!

When the campus queen beside you murmurs, "Gosh, I'll never pass!..."

Then turns to you and whispers, "Will you help me after class?"

M-m-man, that's PURE PLEASURE!

For more pure pleasure... SMOKE CAMELS!

P.S. No other brand has ever been able to match the pure pleasure in Camel's exclusive blend of costly tobaccos — one of the reasons why Camels are America's most popular cigarette!

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.
Spring Sports

Chief Miller 'Not Pessimistic' As Lacrosse Season Begins

Lacrosse, an old Indian sport, coached at the College by a full-blooded Cherokee, bows in this Friday at a Lewisohn Stadium match against Ohio State, Big Ten champions.

Starting his twenty-fifth campaign as mentor of the stickmen, Coach Leon A. "Chic" Miller, is not at all pessimistic about his squad's 1955 outlook. "We show better balance than last year," he said. "The boys are anxious to make good and are fighting to nail down starting positions. We should pick up last year's won, six lost record."

Although the team was hard hit by the graduation of seven of last year's starters and the transfer of five other players who were counseled to fill starting berths, practice began as usual on March 1. Lack of experience is always a problem for Chief Miller since lacrosse isn't played in the New York City high schools, but four of last season's first stringers, led by co-captains Milton Perlow and Ralph Kelly, turned out. Several players were also recruited from intramural lacrosse teams in gym classes.

While the Chief is still experimenting with various combinations, his attacking line figures to be filled out by Perlow at the first attack spot, Stuart Namm, whose fine team play has been impressive, at our home and Jean Piro at in home. At midfield will be center Fred Hannaham flanked by Kelly, second attack and either Stan Spielman or Mike Volpe at the second defense position. In back, point Norm Epstein, defenseman Bill Alliger are counted on to furnish good protection for goalie Ronnie Reifler.

During the Christmas vacation, Reifler, Perlow and Kelly were selected to play in an all star game at Lewisohn Stadium. Opponents were the New York Chiefs, a semi-pro aggregation, in a pre-season exhibition, and emerged with a narrow 7-6 victory. The Chiefs, turning a 6-4 lead, allowed the Chiefs to knot the count at six all, and then notched a goal in the closing minutes to gain the triumph. Although Coach Miller was pleased at the hustle and spirit showed by the squad, he feels that several flaws remain to be corrected.

A quarter of a century is a long time for a coach to hold down one job but Chief Miller is ever the proverbial optimist.

Lacrosse Sked

**Date** | **Opponent** | **Location**
--- | --- | ---
Mar. 26 | Rutgers | Home
Mar. 28 | West Point | Home
Mar. 30 | Stuyvesant | Home
Mar. 31 | Orange | Home
Apr. 2 | Manhattan | Home
Apr. 6 | Adelphi | Home
Apr. 14 | Lafayette | Away
Apr. 21 | Stevens | Home
Apr. 23 | Stuyvesant | Home
Apr. 30 | Manhattan | Home
May 7 | Lafayette | Away
May 14 | Drexel | Home
May 21 | Navy | Home
May 23 | Army | Home
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Al Gordon of Fencing Team Gets Hair Clipped by Barber of Seville

By NORM ZAFMAN

Few students at the College can boast of having been to the barber of Seville, or of gambling in the Casino at Monte Carlo. However, Albert Gordon, a member of the College's fencing team, is one fellow who really gets a round.

In Yugoslavia a tour group of forty French girls invited him to join them. Al did and was very impressed with the state of affairs in the Balkans.

He continued his trek, traveling around Ohls. Here he worked in several kibbutzim (farms) and once was involved in an Arab raid. Leaving Israel, he returned to the continent and toured the French Riviera. At Cannes he took a ship for New York, and arrived home with thirty cents in his pocket.

In February, 1944, Al re-entered the College to major in the social sciences, and has since maintained a B-plus average, in addition to studying and fencing. He also operates concessions at the Mark Hellinger Theatre and Carnegie Hall.